MANIFESTO

I, PRITHVIRAJ GAWANDE (150020035), contesting for the post of 'COMPUTER SECRETARY', if elected, propose to do:-

INITIATIVE:
- To replace ethernet port by student himself with help of a Computer Secretary if LAN ceases to work within 5 days of vendor visit.

AS COMPUTER SECRETARY:
- Ensure that LAN complaints are solved in time
- Regularly check proper working of LAN ports in Computer Room
- Keep PCs in Computer Room updated with the latest Linux Operating System and feasible and useful softwares.
- Ensure safety and regular check-up of all equipments in computer room
- Ensure proper cleaning of Computer Room
- Ensure that proper notices related to the Computer Room and general information on computer and network are put up regularly
- Weekly checking CCTV recording of Computer Room

SECURITY AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER ROOM:
- Co-ordinate with Maintenance Council to improve and maintain conditions of computer room
- Try to replace/fix the equipments which are not working properly
- Ensure that strict fines are imposed for breaking rules
- Make sure that student entries are properly maintained in security register

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER:
- Co-ordinate with all Council Member
- Actively contribute to hostel events like PAF, VALFI, 9TANKI, MDGC, Gyration

CREDENTIALS:
- Techfest Organiser OZONE AND PUBLICITY 2015
- Actively participated in DRAMATICS FRESHIEZZA

FOLLOW-UP:
- To get the code of printer working